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Abstract. We describe ongoing work on a formal comparison between Ambient-like and
higher-order process calculi. Both formalisms are similar in that they communicate com-
plex objects. Also, in both cases the associated behavioral theory can be hard to define,
and employs similar techniques. However, some other characteristics suggest deep differ-
ences. Communication in Ambients resembles a “move” operation whereas in higher-order
settings it is better assimilated to a “copy” operation. Most notably, there is a subtle dis-
crepancy when it comes to scoping: most (higher-order) process calculi adopt static scoping
only, whereas Ambient-like formalisms exhibit features of both static scoping and dynamic
binding. As a first step towards a comparison, here we present an encoding of Ambients
into a higher-order calculus with dynamic scoping.

Introduction. Undoubtedly, the Ambient calculus has had a notable influence in Concurrency
Theory. This can be appreciated by the many papers that have developed and extended the basic
theory presented in [1]. Indeed, one can find, for instance, several variants of the movement
primitives, type disciplines, behavioral theory, logic characterizations, expressiveness and de-
cidability studies, implementations. Probably a source of the impact Ambient-like calculi have
had is the intuitive communication primitives it offers, which formalize the idea of movement
among administrative domains. Ambients represent the hierarchically-structured administrative
domains that one finds in mobile computing scenarios. This way, complete ambients can enter
other sibling ambients, leave an enclosing ambient, or dissolve the boundaries of a surrounding
ambient so as to interact with its content. Movement is then realized by a form of communication
that involves complex objects, the ambient hierarchies. This represents a substantial difference
with respect to process calculi such as CCS and the π-calculus.

The communication of complex objects is also a prevalent notion to higher-order process
calculi, in which terms of the language can be passed around in communications. These are cal-
culi conceptually related to the λ-calculus; in particular, since arbitrary terms can take place in
substitutions, reductions can lead to larger terms. Research on higher-order process calculi had
a significant momentum in the early 1990s, with calculi such as CHOCS [2], Plain CHOCS [3],
and the Higher-Order π-calculus [4]. Probably the most prominent result in this period is due
to Sangiorgi: the higher-order paradigm is representable into the first-order one [4]. Recently,
research in higher-order calculi has enjoyed a rebirth of interest, with the proposal of calculi
formalizing application scenarios involving complex forms of process communication. Such
scenarios include, e.g., the modeling of mobile resources, systems with dynamic reconfigura-
tion features, and the design and manipulation of business processes. Specialized higher-order
process calculi have been proposed for these applications (see, e.g., [5,6]). A commonality to
most of these scenarios is that they cannot be represented into a first-order setting, because of
theoretical difficulties or modeling convenience. Hence, their associated theory must be investi-
gated directly in the higher-order setting, exploiting its peculiarities.

There are a number of similarities and differences between Ambient-like and higher-order
process calculi. In addition to the communication of complex objects, their behavioral theory



is also similar: in both cases it is hard to define and employs similar machinery. Main differ-
ences are in the style of communication and in the binding they implement. The former can
be explained by the following analogy: while in Ambient-like calculi communication can be
assimilated to a “move” operation, in higher-order calculi communication resembles a “copy”
operation. As for the kind of binding, Ambient calculi combine features from static scoping and
dynamic binding [7], whereas known higher-order languages use either one of the two.

This Work. Based on the above, we find it interesting to formally compare Ambient-like and
higher-order calculi. We address this question from the point of view of expressiveness. This is
relevant for at least two reasons. First, in the light of the above differences, an encoding of Ambi-
ent calculi would represent a significant test of expressiveness for the process-passing paradigm.
Second, it would shed light on the intrinsic nature of the Ambient primitives which have proven
so successful. Here we report on initial results of our investigation: an encoding of Ambient
calculus into a higher-order process calculi with localities and dynamic scoping. The encoding
is useful to understand the nature of Ambient communication; it also allows us to conjecture
that an encoding into a higher-order process calculus with static scoping does not exist. Next,
we describe the variants of Ambients and higher-order calculi we consider. Then, we present the
encoding and give some intuitions on it.

The Languages.
Ambient Calculus. We consider AMB, a variant of the Ambient calculus without name passing:

P ::= n[P ] | inm.P | outm.P | openm.P | P ‖ P | !P | 0

Process n[P ] represents an ambient named n that contains a process P . Process inm.P has the
capability of entering into ambient m and then continuing as P . Process outm.P is similar,
but for an output capability. Process openm.P dissolves the boundary of ambient m and then
continues as P . Process !P represents infinite behavior. For the sake of space we omit full
definitions of structural congruence and reduction relation for this calculus (see [1]). We only
present the rules for in and for active reduction, which allows reduction to occur inside ambients.
This last rule will be important later on:

n[inm.P ‖ Q] ‖ m[R] −→ m[n[P ‖ Q] ‖ R] if P −→ P ′ then n[P ] −→ n[P ′] .

A higher-order process calculus with dynamic scoping. We consider HOD, a higher-order pro-
cess calculus that combines name-passing, localities, and dynamic scoping. As such, it combines
features from the higher-order π-calculus [4], and the Kell calculus [6], and CHOCS [3].

P ::= a(x).P | a(m).P | a〈P 〉.P | a〈n〉.P | P ‖ P | x | a{P} | νnP | !P | 0
An input prefixed process a(x).P (resp. a(m).P ) can receive on name a a process (resp. a
name) that will be substituted in the place of x (resp. m) in the body P ; an output prefixed
process a〈P1〉.P2 (resp. a〈n〉.P2) can send process P1 (resp. name n) on a and then continue
as P2. Parallel composition allows processes to interact. Process νnP acts like P excepting
that interactions on name n between P and its context are not allowed. We consider dynamic
scoping: n is bound in νnP and the rules of the operational semantics are defined in such a way
that alpha conversion is never used. Process a{P} represents a locality a that contains process P .
It has a dual semantics: it can behave as a locality (i.e. a distinguished place where computation
occurs) and as a passivation unit. While the first aspect allows to represent distribution, the
second one allows the interruption of P . More precisely, the operational semantics for HOD

includes the following two rules:

if P α−→ P ′ then a{P} α−→ a{P ′} a{P} a−−→ 〈P 〉.0 .
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As a result, a process a{P} behaves as an active output: by virtue of the first rule above, locality
a behaves as a transparent context, allowing the evolution of P . The second rule represents the
fact that the execution of P can be suspended by converting the active output into an output
prefix, in which P can no longer evolve.

The Encoding. The encoding (| · |) from AMB into HODis shown in Figure 1. The encoding
of an ambient is parameterized by the name of the ambient surrounding it; at the top level we
presuppose an ambient enclosing everything, some sort of “universe” denoted u. Before giving
some intuition on the encoding, we discuss two of its essential features: (1) active outputs and (2)
dynamic scoping. We claim that without these two ingredients there is no encoding of Ambients
into a higher-order process calculus.
Active output. We use active outputs as a way of encoding boundaries. Ambients represent a
private place where computation can occur and where interaction with the external environment
can only occur by means of movements between siblings or between parent and child. Although
movement could be represented by communication of processes, the need for active outputs
emerges when realizing that usual output actions are inadequate to capture the fact that the
process can evolve on its own inside the ambient.
Dynamic Scoping. As explained in [7], features of dynamic scoping are implicit to the notion of
ambient movement. Ambient nesting induces a form of restriction on the names of the ambient
capabilities. To see this, consider the AMB process p[n[inm.P ] ‖ R] ‖ m[Q]. The actual
behavior of process inm.P inside n depends on whether process R contains an ambient called
m. If this is the case then an interaction may take place; otherwise, the process is stuck because
ambient m is not a sibling of n. In this latter case, only if m[Q] gets inside p (i.e. if the scope
of p dynamically enlarges so as to contain m) then it would get “bound” by name m capability
inm.P , thus changing the possibilities for behavior of ambient n. This dynamic feature of
ambients can be fairly complex if one considers that several ambients can have the same name.

Notice that active outputs as described above by themselves are not enough to represent
Ambient-like boundaries: since localities act as transparent contexts, outputs can synchronize
with any surrounding process. Hence one needs some form of name restriction. However, for
the reasons outlined above, static scoping is inadequate as α-conversion will be used every time
a clash occurs, thus making interactions between ambients impossible. Because of all this, the
use of dynamic scoping becomes necessary.

Let us now give some intuition on the encoding. Notice that in the encoding of all capabilities
there is an ambient coordinating movement; in all cases such an ambient corresponds to the least
common ancestor of the involved ambients.

Ambients. An ambient is represented as an active output with the encoding of the content of
the ambient as object, along with a “manager” that receives movement requests from its
subambients. These requests are transmitted on the name exit, and forwarded to the parent
through the name request.

In movement. When an ambient n wants to enter into a sibling ambient p, all the operations
are coordinated by the common parent m. Communication between n and m takes place on
name requestm. The content of every ambient and the link to its parent can be obtained by
using requestm〈openn〈n〉 ‖ fathern〈requestm〉〉. Dynamic scoping is essential here to
get the free names openp, openn bounded in the scope of m. This way, a synchronization
can take place thus recreating both ambients p and n, one inside the other.

Open capability. This works as the In movement just described. The only difference is that the
boundary of the opened ambient is not recreated.
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(| P |) = ν u, requestu ([[P ]]u ‖ !requestu(x).x) where u 6∈ n(P )

[[n[P ]]]m = ν n, namesn (n{[[P ]]n} ‖ Managern,requestm
)

[[inm.P ]]n = exitn〈openn(u). fathern(v). openm(w). fatherm(x).u(y).w(z).
ν m, namesm (m{u ‖ ν n, namesn (n{v}) ‖ Managern,requestm

} ‖
Managerm,x)〉. [[P ]]n

[[outm.P ]]n = exitn〈exitm〈openn(u). fathern(v). openm(w). fatherm(x).u(y).w(z).
ν m, namesm (m{z} ‖ Managerm,x) ‖
ν n, namesn (n{y} ‖ Managern,x)〉〉. [[P ]]n

[[openm.P ]]n = exitn〈openm(x). fatherm(y).x(z). z〉. [[P ]]n
[[P1 ‖ P2]]n = [[P1]]n ‖ [[P2]]n
[[!P ]]n = ![[P ]]n

where namesn := exitn, requestn, openn, fathern

Managern,ch := !exitn(x). ch〈x〉 ‖ !requestn(x).x ‖ ch〈openn〈n〉 ‖ fathern〈ch〉〉

Fig. 1. The Encoding of AMB into HOD. We use n(P ) to denote the names of process P .

Out movement. When an ambient m intends to leave its parent n, it must contact its grand-
parent p. A double synchronization on the channel exit is then required. The grandparent p
then proceeds to read the content of n and m, and to recreate both ambients inside itself.

The encoding can be shown to satisfy an operational correspondence property. For the sake
of space, we omit the details.

Concluding Remarks. We have presented an initial step towards a formal comparison between
Ambient-like and higher-order process calculi. The results are so far encouraging although most
remains to be done. In fact, the target language we have considered (HOD) is far from minimal.
Ideally, one would like the most basic higher-order language that allows a reasonable encod-
ing of the features of Ambient calculi. As we have argued, each of the constructs included in
HOD turned out to be indispensable to achieve a satisfying encoding. Immediate directions of
future work include studying fragments of HOD: their expressive power and the kind of Ambient
constructs they allow to encode. As hinted at above, the heavy use of dynamic biding constructs
strongly suggests that an encoding of Ambients into higher-order communication with static
scoping does not exist. We plan to formally prove this separation result.
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